IT leaders are constantly juggling the demand to support revenue-generating projects, find efficiencies, and reliably deliver IT services — all in equal measure. Fortunately, organizations have found that cloud computing assists with all three endeavors. IT leaders are looking to the cloud to help galvanize innovation and digital transformation objectives. However, it’s not without challenges.

IT is heavily supporting innovation strategy

Innovation is a critical business goal, with IT in the driver’s seat. Most companies are taking on digital transformation efforts. 55% say: It’s a mandate. 45% say: We’re motivated by business or financial outcomes.

Cloud is enabling both innovation and transformation

77% of organizations have taken action to support digital transformation. 55% use cost savings from public cloud to fund innovation and digital transformation.

Yet, cloud strategy is difficult.

Although organizations plan to increase public and hybrid cloud deployments, executing their strategies is a challenge. They’re struggling with:

- Choosing cloud deployment models
- Securing workloads and apps
- Achieving optimization after cloud migration
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Using their deep industry expertise and combined capabilities, DXC and Amazon Web Services help organizations optimize their cloud strategies and migrations.

Learn more about the collaboration.